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Details of Visit:

Author: jarnham
Location 2: Fulham
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 18 Mar 2008 1900
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Agency Touch Of Class
Website: http://www.agencytouchofclasslondon.co.uk/
Phone: 07796560773

The Premises:

Very nice pad in the very new complex in Chelsea Harbour. Has only been there 3 months and still
needs a little softening but Melanie has plans for it so should be great in a few weeks. Great views
and extremely comfortable bedroom. Bathroom is very convenient.

The Lady:

Pictures of Melanie are the old cliche, they really don't do her justice. I'd seen her pictures on
another agency type and much preferred those but as I was speaking to Michael at Touch of Class
and another girl was unavailable so he hooked me up. Very young girl and naturally pert body
standing about 5ft4. Great ass and smallish but tempting tits. Facially she's stunning with pouting
lips and beautiful wide eyes. Great smile framed by long dark hair! All dressed in stockings and a
small minidress. 

The Story:

Welcomed with a natural flirtiness and great enthusiasm. Very sexy kisser which immediately gets
the fires stoked as to say. Chat to get to know each other then onto the bedroom. Her youth gives
her a natural exuberence that is immediately felt, possibly a little too enthusiastic to begin with but
soon into the swing of things through OWO and then a variety of positions. Slight lack of eyecontact
but making all the right noises and very much into the swing of things. Good technique all around
and quite insightful as to position changes.

One thing that was different from the norm was a delightful light massage through the interval. Her
language skills are charming albeit limited and this was a wonderfully relaxing diversion. She's very
sweet so conversation was stilted but still very enjoyable and she has a lack of self conciousness
and a frankness that's refreshing.

Round two was good OWO that was ultimately unsuccessful. Think this was a combination of me
getting on a bit and a slight tiring from Melanie, but to be fair she had another appointment and she
can't bob away forever.

Conclusion, young and dynamic girl whose only faults is a little too enthusastic initially and possibly
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a little more eye contact.

Michael and Susan helpful as always.
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